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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
Since the 1st May 2020 
the ARC telephone    
number 1300130975 has 
been discontinued.  

Members can continue 

to contact the ARC office 

using our mobile number 

0439 366 185. 

 

  
  
  
  
  
  

PRESIDENT’S COMMENTS  
 

John Coleman 

president@australianreikiconnection.com.au 

 

Greetings and welcome to  this edition of your ARC INK. 

The Committee of Management would like to extend its 

support to you and everyone in the Reiki community at 

this difficult time. If you are feeling isolated and in need of 

support, please do not hesitate to reach out to us (and be sure to help out others 

in need in the coming weeks and months).   

Participating in online Reiki shares is a great way  to  stay connected. You can 

read more in this edition. If you are facilitating an online Reiki share group send 

the details to  ARC and  it can be promoted free of charge on our Facebook page. 

With over eleven thousand followers it is a great platform to do so.  

As Reiki practitioners we also have a great advantage in being able to offer distant 

Reiki healing and distant Reiki treatments to family, friends, clients, and the 

community at large. There are a number of articles in this edition on how some 

members are already doing this. You can also send a distant healing request  

through the ARC website for inclusion in the weekly event on Thursday evenings. 

Through discussions and advocacy with Gallagher, our preferred insurance broker 

that Reiki distance healing and treatments are specifically covered for our 

members insured with them.  However, in accordance with ARC policy Online 

attunements and teaching of Reiki are not covered. 

Our members' stories will remind you that Reiki is everywhere in space and time, 

even though we're currently 'staying home’.    

If you have something you would like to share with others, be it an article, 

research, snippet about yourself or simply feedback, please send to me. It would 

be greatly appreciated. 

Love, Light, Lots of Laughter and Wellness 
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LOCKDOWN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yes there is fear. 

Yes there is isolation.  

Yes there is panic buying.  

Yes there is sickness. 

Yes there is even death. 

But, 

They say that in Wuhan after so many years of noise 

You can hear the birds again. 

They say that after just a few weeks of quiet 

The sky is no longer thick with fumes 

But blue and grey and clear. 

They say that in the streets of Assisi 

People are singing to each other 

across the empty squares, 

keeping their windows open 

so that those who are alone 

may hear the sounds of family around them. 

They say that a hotel in the West of Ireland 

Is offering free meals and delivery to the housebound. 

Today a young woman I know 

is busy spreading fliers with her number 

through the neighbourhood 

So that the elders may have someone to call on. 

 

 

 

“Be patient with 
everyone, but 
above all with  

yourself.” 

 St. Francis de Sales 
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LOCKDOWN  

(Continued) 

Are you 
participating in any 
Reiki / Healing 
related  events 
during this self 
isolation period? 
Why not share with 
others. 
send details to John 
Coleman, ARC 
President at 
president@australia
nreikiconnection. 
com.au  

 

Today Churches, Synagogues, Mosques and Temples 

are preparing to welcome 

and shelter the homeless, the sick, the weary 

All over the world people are slowing down and reflecting 

All over the world people are looking at their neighbours in a new way 

All over the world people are waking up to a new reality 

To how big we really are. 

To how little control we really have. 

To what really matters. 

To Love. 

So we pray and we remember that 

Yes there is fear. 

But there does not have to be hate. 

Yes there is isolation. 

But there does not have to be loneliness. 

Yes there is panic buying. 

But there does not have to be meanness. 

Yes there is sickness. 

But there does not have to be disease of the soul 

Yes there is even death. 

But there can always be a rebirth of love. 

Wake to the choices you make as to how to live now. 

Today, breathe. 

Listen, behind the factory noises of your panic 

The birds are singing again 

The sky is clearing, 

Spring is coming, 

And we are always encompassed by Love. 

Open the windows of your soul 

And though you may not be able 

to touch across the empty square, 

Sing. 

Richard Hendrick (Brother Richard)  

Facebook post 

March 13th 2020 

www.shekinah.ie/lecturers/richard-hendrick 

 
 

mailto:president@australianreikiconnection.com.au
mailto:president@australianreikiconnection.com.au
mailto:president@australianreikiconnection.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/BroRichard?__tn__=%2CdC-R-R&eid=ARAYWK90Lj2Am5e66VJPSqzf-q5XzDWttslSyVIYjnmGQpC6dj-iq0ttJibQ5yXhf7K9SJjIU1ekYjfb&hc_ref=ARSG4QwRk09nTm-ZRgZsvYn9GFNAwTbkAHteBu-XTyIl1mRW1aAj1bOnVJA3HO5OIJ0&fref=nf
http://www.shekinah.ie/lecturers/richard-hendrick
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REIKI IN THE AGE OF THE PANDEMIC 

 

Note: 
 ARC  Professional 
members have 
received  emails 
with important 
recommendations 
and information 
relating to  their   
Reiki practice.  

 

As always, if you 

have concerns 

about your health, 

speak to your health 

care provider. 

 

 

THE ROLE OF THE  

REIKI PROFESSIONAL 

As people are struggling to find their emotional 

centre in the face of the COVID-19 global 

pandemic, they are scared, they are wondering 

how to care for their health and the well-being 

of their families, colleagues and communities. 

However, too often, stress, fear, anxiety and 

worry can take over. These emotions can paralyse and distract from our focus, good 

habits and our sense of peace, purpose and wellbeing. 

In the current situation, Reiki practitioners have an important role to play. In the first 

instance, individually and collectively, we need to take a calm Reiki response to the 

crisis as well as, of course, become aware of our responsibilities as Health Care 

Workers. You can find out more about the legally binding National Code of Conduct for 

Health Care Workers and on the ARC website:                

www.australianreikiconnection.com.au/national-code-of-conduct. 

ARC professional members, have a unique opportunity through distant healing to help 

shift the energy surrounding the pandemic. While Reiki cannot cure, it can facilitate a 

sense of balance and reduce stress, anxiety and fear which are so prevalent at this time. 

It can promote a sense of wellbeing. The current situation around COVID-19 is a very 

good reminder to remain vigilant about infection control and hygiene. 

While we know Reiki helps boost our wellbeing, we should always be responsible when 

offering hands-on Reiki. Hands should be clean – wash your hands regularly with soap 

and water for 20 seconds; do not place hands directly on bare skin; use clean linen on 

treatment tables for every client. Wipe down exposed surfaces between clients using a 

mild disinfectant as well. If you or your client are feeling unwell, cancel or postpone the 

session. Offer distant healing sessions. 

More information 

For the latest advice, information and resources, go to the Australia Government 

Department of Health website: www.health.gov.au. Download the Frequently Asked 

Questions sheet: www.health.gov.au/resources/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-

frequently-asked-questions.  

You can call the National Coronavirus Help Line on 1800 020 080. It operates 24 hours a 

day, seven days a week. If you require translating or interpreting services, call 131 450.  

The phone number of your state or territory public health agency is available at 

www.health.gov.au/state-territory-contacts.  

 

https://www.australianreikiconnection.com.au/national-code-of-conduct
http://www.health.gov.au/
https://www.health.gov.au/about-us/contact-us/local-state-and-territory-health-departments
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REIKI IN THE AGE OF THE PANDEMIC 

 

Note: 
Gallagher, ARC’s 
preferred 
insurance broker, 
has confirmed that 
members are 
covered for Distant 
Healing and Distant 
Reiki Treatments 
under their 
Professional 
Indemnity and 
Public Liability 
policies.  

 

 

 

CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES AND CHANGE 
ARC members are grappling with the current health constraints which mean that Reiki 

practitioners are unable to offer hands-on sessions or teach Reiki. Of course, it is a 

challenge. ARC members Katia Krassas and Greg Riddell are exploring the opportunities. 

NATURE EMPOWERMENT AND CONNECTION 
Katia Krassas 

Holistic Counsellor and Reiki Practitioner  

Nature Connection Empowerment  

katiakrassas.com/ 

0407 588 022  

  

Katia Krassas says that when she became aware of the social isolation resulting from the 

current health measures it seemed a natural response to offer Reiki and Counselling 

sessions via Zoom. ‘I’m responding to the situation because I’m aware that people may 

not be able to find the help they need. I wasn’t open to online sessions before, but now 

I am.’  

Katia usually see clients in person and says she has always been quite adamant about 

wanting to work with people in person. But once she realised people wouldn’t be able 

to easily access counselling or Reiki, she changed her mind and has been experimenting 

with her family and friends to see how it could work online.  

Working with someone via distance is quite different’, she says. Doing setup is 

important in the same way as doing a session in person, but there were a few new 

things she tried out in her first session and it was really lovely. ‘It was a really pleasant 

session,’ she says.  

She likes being able to see the person with Zoom because she can connect more easily 

with them. She does a preliminary check in, there’s a set-up, Reiki treatment and check 

in at the end so they can discuss anything about their treatment with her. She makes 

sure she explains what she’s doing with her clients. ‘I’m running the sessions like a 

Distant healing session’, she says. ‘So, I show them I’ve got my bear as a surrogate, and 

I’m putting my hands on.’  

She’s finding that there are some benefits to working in this way. She has noticed that 

it’s easier to set up. You don’t have to travel and the person doesn’t have to leave their 

home, so they can set themselves up in their most comfortable spot. She’s sensitive to 

people’s energy, so normally only sees a couple of people in a day. ‘The jury is out, but 

maybe working online is going to open new doors for me. It feels more contained.’  

Katia offers a holistic service. ‘What I do,’ she says, ‘is Nature Connection and 
Empowerment’. This can involve Reiki, counselling and flower essences.  

https://katiakrassas.com/
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REIKI IN THE AGE OF THE PANDEMIC 

 

“The mind is not a 
vessel to be filled, 
but a fire to be 
kindled”. 
Plutarch  

 
 

 

 

Challenges, Opportunities and Change (Continued) 

The sessions are tailored to the needs of the person. It depends on what the person 
needs.  

When asked about the idea of ‘Nature connection’ Katia talks about how we connect to 

the nature within ourselves and around us. We connect to ourselves more deeply and 

our environment more deeply, knowing we are part of the Earth. ‘The idea of Deep 

Ecology’, she says, ‘is that understanding Nature on a deeper level is also understanding 

ourselves. The transformation comes from the inside through our connection to 

Nature. There’s a fluidity about it.’ 

And at the moment, she feels, Nature is getting a rest from constant human 

intervention – driving and flying and using resources all the time. She feels we’re being 

asked to take a step back and see how our behaviour is having a global effect. People 

might have to think a bit more deeply about how we are affecting the environment. 

We’ve just been forced to make a change and explore what can we take from this into 

the future – for the health of the Planet. She hopes there are enough people who can 

see that and can work collaboratively to make decisions about how we use our 

resources and care for our planet more wisely.  

‘I’m meeting people with that inner strength,’ she says. She likes to work with people 

over the long term to support her clients through a process of growth. Her hope is that 

people will come through the fear and find within themselves the courage to find a 

loving path through all of this to make a change across this planet. ‘What I’m seeing is 

that this is global,’ she says. ‘We’re all connected in this together. We’re all making 

choices which are very different to what we are used to, for the greater good.’ 

 COMPASSION AND CONNECTION 
 Greg Riddell  

 Reiki Practitioner and Teacher 

 Melbourne Reiki Healing 

 melbournereikihealing.com.au 

 0412 988 797 

 

Greg didn’t think he’d ever be using online technologies to offer Reiki. He teaches 

music, and since everyone has been directed to ‘stay home’, some of his students have 

taken up the option of continuing their lessons online using Zoom. The problem is that 

usually the piano is in an open area, and the microphone picks up every background 

sound when a member of the family walks past or the dog barks. ‘It’s not ideal,’ he 

says. So, when he enrolled in a sound healing course and the organisers called a 

meeting to discuss running it online, he was not happy at all. ‘No way do I want to do 

that course online.’ 

 

https://melbournereikihealing.com.au/
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REIKI IN THE AGE OF THE PANDEMIC 

 

“The most 
important things in 

life are not what 
you can see, but 
what you feel”. 

Antoine de Saint 
Exupéry  

 
 

 

 

 

But then a couple of his Reiki clients asked for 

treatments, and he found himself thinking, ‘There is 

going to be change, why not grab the change?’  

Communicating with clients is still important,’ he 

says. ‘When you put hands on someone it’s a dance 

of two people coming together in unity and   

harmony. It’s distant healing but he runs it like the person is in the room with him. He 

has a chat via Zoom or phone. ‘I make them aware that they are in charge of what’s 

going on.’ The person has to be open, and trust is important. ‘It is in that openness that 

healing happens.’  

‘I am learning about myself in this crisis,’ he says. ‘My aim, when I’m working for 

somebody is for their wellbeing.’ When you work as a Reiki practitioner, he says, you 

have been given permission and you have given yourself permission. ‘And it’s really 

important for me to give myself permission because I have blocked that off for so long.’ 

Intuition becomes the keynote when you are not in the same room as your client. One 

of the healing courses he had done in the lead up to the pandemic challenged his ability 

to trust his intuition. He found it uncomfortable because you had to use your own body 

as a gauge. ‘Am I really feeling this? And is it what the person is feeling?’ But he started 

practising the technique. ‘If you’re talking about Trust you have to know it is reliable so 

you have to practise.’ And in the absence of physical contact, intuition became crucial 

just when he felt ready to use it.  

He says he was pretty attached to the idea of being in the same room as the person. 

Now he sees benefits of not being in the room. He talks about how, when the person is 

lying on the table in receiving mode, you are totally aware they are in the space. ‘In the 

middle of the healing if I feel I want to shout out at the top of my voice. Or I feel like 

chanting or mumbling or get some idea of what might be happening, I won’t usually 

allow myself to express it while the person is in the room. Working by distance, I can 

have loud music at outrageous volume if I feel like it. And if I want to stay for fifteen 

minutes on one spot nobody is looking around and wondering why.’ 

Heart opening, he says, is the way to his intuition. And if everyone on this Planet is part 

of the same energy, opening up to intuition is an act of self-compassion – an opening 

up of the heart, allowing compassion to flow. ‘It’s not easy to stay open, but I 

committed to myself that I would remain open. That it's not dangerous. Not to be afraid 

of it. To stay in the space of compassion.’  
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REIKI IN THE AGE OF THE PANDEMIC 

 

 

 

“If you want to know 
the secrets of the 
universe, think in 
terms of energy, 
frequency and 

vibration”. 

 – Nikola Tesla. 

 

 

INFECTION CONTROL AND HYGIENT ONLINE MODULE 

SPECIAL OFFER FOR ARC MEMBERS  

 

Sue Lake-Harris  
Reiki Practitioner and Teacher 
Reiki Education Services 
reikieducationservices.com/  

0410 629 739  

 

 

Never has there been a more important time to be aware of infection control and 

hygiene for ourselves, our families, friends and clients. And while we may not be able to 

treat clients in person during the COVID-19 pandemic, this situation will not last forever. 

It is not a bad time to gain some knowledge that can be put into practice when you can 

resume treatments.  

While we are complying with health directives to deal with this outbreak, ARC 

Practitioner and/or Teaching members have the opportunity to complete a stand-alone 

module on Infection Control and Hygiene for a one-off fee of $50. The module has been 

recently updated to include what is known—scientifically and medically -, about COVID-

19, how the disease is transmitted, and what recommendations are being made for 

healthcare workers. 

The module is manageable and can be done in your own time. Sue Lake-Harris says that 

most students usually take about a week to a month to complete the module, but ‘as 

little as half a day if you're keen’. There is some reading to do, then an assignment, 

presented in Word format for you to download and simply type in your responses. You 

send your document back to her and she provides comprehensive feedback. If you feel 

stuck or you don’t understand something, she is happy to explain. 

There is a limit of 25 participants in order to ensure appropriate levels of interaction 

between facilitator and student for this intake. If there is demand, a second intake round 

will be offered – just ask to be put on the waiting list.  

For those keen to learn more, the module is part of a professional practice course for 

practitioners, or those intending to become practitioners, called Reiki Professional 

Practice – Treatment Delivery and Practice Administration. The course has been offered 

by Reiki Education Services since 2010 and is recommended and endorsed by ARC as 

professional practice training to complement members’ Reiki modality training.  

 

https://reikieducationservices.com/
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REIKI IN THE AGE OF THE PANDEMIC 

 

 

 

Reminder 

It is always 
important to 
promote Reiki as a  
Complementary  
Therapy not an  
Alternative Therapy. 

 
 

Infection Control and Hygiene Online Module (Continued) 

Sue Lake-Harris, the Principal of Reiki Education Services, has been keeping the course 

updated to ensure it meets with compliance requirements, as well as other situational 

developments, such as the current pandemic 

The section of the course which is currently on offer as a standalone, Infection Control 

and Hygiene (ICH), looks at infection control and hygiene at the standard that’s required 

of professional healthcare providers. Anyone who has done a Certificate IV or above in 

an allied health or allopathic health area (such as massage therapists or nurses), will 

already have studied this. For the rest of us, Sue points out, ‘As Reiki professionals we 

owe it to ourselves to learn more about contagions generally and how to adopt best 

practice methods in our treatment environment to benefit ourselves and our clients’. 

If you are interested in doing the full course, Sue says that she is currently restructuring 

the sequencing of the training modules so that the practical sessions requiring contact 

with clients can be undertaken at the end of the course. The sections that can be done 

from home without involving others, will be delivered first.  

At no additional cost, the full anatomy and physiology course Healthy Body Basics – 

Foundations in Anatomy and Physiology from a Holistic Health Perspective, will be 

available to the first 10 enrolments in the full course Reiki Professional Practice – 

Treatment Delivery and Practice Administration.  

Anyone who decides to enrol in the full course, receives the full $50 cost of the 

Infection Control and Hygiene module back in the form of a discount off the full course 

price.  

In these difficult times, knowledge of how our bodies fight back when exposed to 

pathogens can be reassuring. Any member of ARC who wants to understand the human 

body’s response to pathogen exposure, is welcome to request from Sue a copy of her 

two chapters relating to immunity from the Healthy Body Basics course at no charge.  

This could be a great opportunity to get some really useful learning under your belt 

while you are unable to see your clients in person.  

Please contact Sue directly in relation to any of the options noted above using this          

e-mail address: reikieducation@outlook.com. Please use Offer to ARC Members in the 

subject line.  

Note: Sue Lake Harris is a member of the Committee of Management of ARC. There is 

no affiliation fee or commission of any kind involved between Sue or Reiki Education 

Services and ARC. 
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REIKI SHARES 

 

Note: 

Read  the Reiki 
Shares: Many Ways 
of Sharing stories 
on page 13 of this 
edition of the ARC 
INK Magazine 

 

 

 GLOBAL REIKI SHARE 
Every Sunday morning, we connect with Reiki 

healers across the globe via Zoom, to send distant 

Reiki to living beings on the planet who are open to 

receive.  

When the COVID-19 pandemic hit Australia, it 

quickly became apparent that our usual monthly   

In-person Reiki Share for healers needed to open up for everyone across the globe. 

With a lockdown imminent, I decided to explore different possibilities for an online 

global Reiki share: a community of Reiki healers sharing with anyone wishing to receive.  

Clients and students at the time presented with high levels of stress, uncertainty and 

anxiety about the pandemic. Many were going through Elizabeth Kubler Ross’ five 

stages of grief: denial, anger, depression, bargaining, and acceptance. Stress depletes 

your body of many vital vitamins and minerals like the B Vitamins, Vitamin C, and 

Vitamin E. These nutrients are released from the body to fight inflammation and 

neutralize free radicals, which are created in response to stress, poor diet and 

pathogens. Without these valuable vitamins, your immune system becomes weak and 

you are unable to fight off viruses and other pathogens. As Reiki channels, we regularly 

witness how Reiki allows the recipient to slip into a state of deep relaxation, supporting 

mind, body and spirit.  

Over the previous months I had the honour of interviewing a number of Reiki Masters 

and health experts for the Reiki Rays 2020 Healing Summit. Listening to many incredible 

speakers, one of the key themes that fascinated me was the use of Reiki as a 

complementary therapy in more than 800 hospitals in the USA and the UK. 

One of the presentations at the Reiki Rays Healing Summit talked about how one top 

oncologist in New York welcomes specifically trained ‘Medical Reiki Practitioners’ into 

the theatre room during surgery – at the patients request – on a regular basis. The 

surgical team witnessed patients who had received Reiki during their treatments, 

tended to be more receptive to traditional medical treatments, needed less opioids, 

had a smoother recovery and greater sense of wellbeing. Clinical trials are under way 

for the use of Reiki as a complementary treatment in treating breast cancer. 

Following the inspiration of our Founder, Mikao Usui Sensei, who provided Reiki for the 

community in 1923 at the great Kanto Earthquake, and the Reiki precept of 

compassion, our Global Reiki Share has organically shaped into the following format:  

We unite via Zoom video and Zoom dial-in.  

We spend the first 30 minutes aligning with the Reiki precepts and the wisdom they 

share for this current environment.  
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REIKI SHARES 

 

  

 

 

 

 

“We move from the 
illusion of certainty, 
to the certainty of 
illusion”. 

— John Bradshaw 

 

Global Reiki Share (Continued) 

This is followed by a self-healing practice to soothe and nourish our own energy.  

The second part of the share is a global healing. 

THE REIKI PRECEPTS 
Just for today do not worry 

Releasing worry to a sense of calm supports the immune system. Understanding what is 

within our control and how we may assist ourselves and others brings us back to the 

present moment. 

Just for today do not anger 

Look behind the secondary emotion of anger and identify the core emotion: fear, grief, 

loss? 

Just for today, I do my work honestly 

As Reiki channels we can practice the principles and distant Reiki. We must ensure we 

maintain a balance in our own energy while we make Reiki available to others.  

Just for today, I count my blessings 

Be grateful for the access we have to the healing Reiki energy, our health, and being 

connected with other Reiki healers and communities, to provide support and healing to 

all who wish to receive. 

Just for today, I respect all living things 

We walk this path together and this is a great reminder to respect ourselves and our 

own energy, practising self-healing as well as supporting others according to their free 

will.  

SUGGESTED GROUP HEALING PROCESS 
It’s helpful to have a beautiful visual of the Earth presenting the world in its highest 

light, vibrant healthy and happy.  We use the screen share facility on Zoom. 

Commencing in Gassho, give thanks to Reiki and ask it be given for the highest good of 

all who wish to receive (that way you are not imposing on free will). Allow the higher 

intelligence of Reiki to shine throughout the room you are in. Feel the whole room 

radiate with Reiki light, clearing it of negativity. Watch Reiki extend into the 

neighbouring rooms, the whole street, the whole suburb. Expand your intention to 

open the doors of Reiki to the whole country, beyond oceans, across the continent. 

Extend to neighbouring continents, uniting the world. Visualise every living being 

receiving the joy of Reiki. Extend Reiki to the Earth, the sun, the moon, the sky. 
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REIKI SHARES 

 

Stress: 
Something 
That 
Really 
Erodes 
Sensible 
Sensibilities 
 
-John Coleman 
 

 

Global Reiki Share (Continued) 

Extend that Reiki to each other in the group and receive with gratitude. Complete the 

healing in Gassho, giving thanks to Reiki, Mikao Usui and all Reiki Masters before us.  

I highly recommend joining a Reiki share or creating your own. As we unite in 

community, we lift our vibration exponentially for the Planet and each other. The 

Global Reiki Share was intended as a one-off event. It was so well received the group 

has chosen to gather weekly. Global Reiki Share is held every Sunday, 10am - 11am. 

We’d love to share with you! 

Sign up for the free Weekly Reiki Global Share via the Australian Reiki Connection 

Facebook page: www.facebook.com/AustralianReikiConnection 

Angel Light, Samantha 

Usui Shiki Ryoho Reiki Master Teacher 

                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Samantha Avery 

Reiki Practitioner and Teacher 

samanthaavery.com 

sam@samanthaavery.com 

0410 345 059 

 

 

 
 
 
The following quote is so relevant during this COVID-19 pandemic. Let us send  
distant Reiki to everyone who may be feeling lonely at this time. 
 

The greatest disease in the West today is not TB or leprosy; it is being unwanted, 

unloved, and uncared for. We can cure physical diseases with medicine, but the only 

cure for loneliness, despair, and hopelessness is love. There are many in the world who 

are dying for a piece of bread but there are many more dying for a little love. The 

poverty in the West is a different kind of poverty – it is not only a poverty of loneliness 

but also of spirituality. 

— Mother Teresa 

 

 

 

http://www.facebook.com/AustralianReikiConnection/
http://samanthaavery.com/
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REIKI SHARES 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: 

More about the 
Reiki Shares project 
on Page 4 in the 
February 2020 
issue of the ARC 
INK magazine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reminder: 
Read about Miah 
and her sister in 
the article Children 
Learning Reiki  
page 22 of this 
issue of ARC INK.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MANY WAYS OF SHARING 

As Australia manages the response to the COVID-19 pandemic, we will all be looking 

for different ways of connecting with our students. Can we use technology to maintain 

our social contact while keeping our physical distance? We’ve found that ARC Mem-

bers all do Reiki Shares differently. How do you think of Reiki Shares? What resonates 

with you?  

STAYING CONNECTED IN DIFFICULT TIMES  
Anita Kyriazopoulos 

Reiki Practitioner and Teacher 

Heart of Reiki 

heartofreiki.com.au 

0412 621 728 

 

When we started the project of encouraging teachers to run Reiki Shares, we wanted 

people to stay more connected. Now is the time to remind all Reiki practitioners to 

reach out in whatever way we can. Especially in these difficult times, it’s really           

important to empower people to stay strong and inspire them to practice and                

remember we’re still connected.  

Today I used FaceTime to connect with one of my youngest students. Children are   

being affected by all that is happening in the world at the moment. Miah’s mother 

contacted me and said she would like a session with me. I gave Miah the option of 

choosing what to do and she said, ‘Can we do Reiki Practice together?’.  So, we did 

what I usually do with my students at a Reiki Share. We prac-

tise what they have learnt in class – Joshin Kokyu Ho, the Pre-

cepts and Hands on healing for ourselves. For me, Reiki Shares 

with my students are about going through and practising the 

different elements within each level.  

I’m continuing to offer online Shares for my students on the 

first and third Thursday of the month. For the online sessions I 

have told my students there is no fee, but they were welcome 

to make a contribution. Then I noticed the other day that a 

$10 payment came up on my account just ahead of the last Thursday Share. We’re so 

lucky to have technology to be able to offer this connection with our clients, with our 

students. 

Please contact Anita Kyriazopoulos anita@heartofreiki.com.au if you’d like ARC to  

promote your Reiki Shares on Facebook and Instagram. And send us your story for the 

next issue.  

https://77b90dcf-3d64-4630-b2f4-96165836a350.filesusr.com/ugd/01cecd_d816242de4064afdbd2c75d3242c3936.pdf
https://77b90dcf-3d64-4630-b2f4-96165836a350.filesusr.com/ugd/01cecd_d816242de4064afdbd2c75d3242c3936.pdf
https://heartofreiki.com.au
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Reminder: 

Read more about 
Liesl’s Reiki 
Tuesdays in the 
August 2019 issue 
of the ARC INK 
magazine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MY INTERCONNECTED REIKI CIRCLES 
                                                                                                                                                        
Viola Rosario  

Reiki Practitioner and Teacher 

Viola.Ann.Rosario@gmail.com  

0419 388 195 

 

Tuesday nights with Liesl Meuris’ group keeps me in touch with my beloved Usui Reiki 

Ryoho family. I enjoy the chanting, receiving Reiju, revisiting some of the esoteric 

practices taught by our teacher Frans Stiene, the hands on healing and the depth of 

the discussion about how Reiki is manifesting 

itself in our lives. We are now keeping in touch 

via a    private  Facebook group and meeting 

online using Zoom video conferencing, to chat, 

chant and bask in the Reiki.  

 

My Gendai Reiki teacher, Karen Workman, runs monthly Koryukai (Reiki gatherings). 

There is no hands-on healing. Instead Karen leads us in subtle Reiki practices, seated in 

chairs in her cosy office in South Yarra. She Invites us to ‘follow the path of the energy’ 

and offers her unique style of spiritual guidance and teaching. She offers monthly 

Koryukai for her students around Australia via audio Skype and has begun offering 

gatherings via audio Zoom. Students of all lineages are warmly welcome to join. 

Karen Workman  

Reiki Practitioner and Teacher 

 gendaireiki.com.au   

0403 932 223 

                                                                                                                                                    

 

The Firebird Centre is within walking distance from my home, and though I have not 

studied with Elizabeth and Robert, I am grateful to be part of the inclusive and fun  

loving community they have created for their students. As well as the hands on      

practice, they offer a safe space and gentle wisdom to support deep healing. While 

everyone is staying home, Firebird friends are catching up with each other via Zoom.  

Elizabeth and Robert Thuan  

Reiki Practitioners and Teachers 

Asia Pacific Reiki Institute & The Firebird Centre      

www.reikiinstitute.com.au                                                                                         

03 9568 1777  

 

 

 

https://77b90dcf-3d64-4630-b2f4-96165836a350.filesusr.com/ugd/01cecd_24b6e64c4e284ff98ed68f45dbdd3ae7.pdf
mailto:Viola.Ann.Rosario@gmail.com
https://gendaireiki.com.au/
http://www.reikiinstitute.com.au
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Reminder: 
See the article 
Global Reiki Share 
page 10 of this 
issue of ARC INK.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QUIET, CONNECTION, STILLNESS AND SURRENDER 
                                                                                                                                         
Sally Wain  

Reiki Practitioner and Teacher 

Komyo ReikiDo Melbourne 

www.komyoreikidomelbourne.com.au    

0409 145 994 

We practise the same sequence every month. I find that being comfortable with a  

routine, opens the way to feel the energy in various forms of practice and find that   

inner light that is there for all of us. Connection to the practice brings connection to 

self and all of the energetic subtleties that are experienced from one Share to the 

next. 

The self-healing meditation at the beginning of the share, helps bring us to a place of 

stillness and surrender to Reiki. Stillness and surrender are the hardest practices but 

the most valuable in connecting with self through Reiki. We move into the practice of 

Hatsurei Ho or ‘generating Reiki within’ before reciting the Reiki Principles. By this 

time, the feeling of Reiki is quite palpable, particularly in the hands and the Tanden, 

our centre of Ki. Reiju or a Reiki blessing follows, another way to generate Reiki within. 

This Reiju is without symbols and open to all regardless of lineage. A quick break to 

bring us back, a chat and a cup of tea before moving to the tables for hands-on Reiki.  

Quiet, connection, a feeling of stillness and peace. That is Komyo ReikiDo, simple and 

grounding. Guided meditations and Shares via Zoom will be available soon to support 

my students and other Reiki practitioners. Once face-to-face Reiki Shares return, 

online Reiki Shares will continue as a permanent practice. 

TALK STORY AROUND THE KITCHEN TABLE 
Sometimes a Reiki Share can be just sitting around the kitchen table with scones and 

jam and cream. A few weeks ago, I had a lovely day with a small group of primary and 

high school friends, reminiscing and sharing stories. We normally go out to dinner 

once a month. This time we decided to come together with food to share. There was 

lots of laughter. Creating community. Even just sitting there together was sharing    

Reiki. Unconditional. We had organised Tarot readings and    hands-on Reiki. They 

would all come out of the Reiki  session and it was like years had fallen away. I said to 

them, ‘Look in the mirror’. One of them said it was like getting an adjustment at the 

chiropractor! I am really looking forward to meeting again when the restrictions are 

eased. I am missing the hugs.  

Andonnia Gotsi  ARC Secretary  

Reiki Practitioner and Teacher  

The Inner Lodge  

0422 261 394 

 

 

 

 

http://www.komyoreikidomelbourne.com.au
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REIKI EVERYWHERE 

Have you provided 
Reiki in a prison or  
drug or alcohol 
rehabilitation 
facility ?  

We would love to 
hear from you. 

Send your story to 
John Coleman, ARC 
President at  

president@australi
anreikiconnection. 
com.au  

 
 

REIKI IN FAIRLEA WOMEN’S PRISON 1991 
 
 
Interview with Valerie Ives, Reiki Master Teacher  
by Helen O’Connor 

Reiki Practitioner and Teacher 

The Reiki Cottage, Preston 

www.helenoconnor.com.au  

 
 
If you educate a woman, you educate a family 
Helen: Hello Valerie, you pioneered taking Reiki into Fairlea 

Women’s Prison in Melbourne in 1991. Can you tell me how this came about? 

Valerie: I’ve always felt that I wanted to work with women in some way because I feel 

very strongly that educating or helping women helps the planet more than anything 

else. Back then, and for centuries before that, women had no idea how important they 

are. They are the teachers of children for a start. If you educate a woman, you educate 

a family. This was my mindset in 1991. 

One day in 1991, I had a spare weekend and I attended a class on the “inner child”. The 

teacher considered Reiki to be extremely flakey and of no value. During the course of 

the workshop, one of the women was expressing her pain and was crying a great deal. 

The facilitator was unable to deal with the woman so she said sarcastically to me, “I 

suppose Reiki can help?” I slowly withdrew myself from the group and sent Reiki to the 

situation. Within a few minutes the woman had stopped crying and was ready to be 

embraced by us. 

The class then broke for lunch and one of the other women approached me and asked 

me about this Reiki. So, I explained very simply what it was and she said, “Do you think 

Reiki can help my girls?” “Who are your girls?” I asked. The inmates of Fairlea 

Women’s Prison where she was the medical supervisor. I agreed to giving a talk there 

about Reiki to the doctors, nurses and prison officers. She said she’d let me know when 

the next meeting would be, probably in four weeks’ time. About ten days later I 

received a phone call from her to say she had two women who were very emotionally 

disturbed and could Reiki help? If so when could I come in? I immediately said, “Yes, I 

will be there tomorrow.” She was surprised as she expected to wait at least two 

weeks. I then rang Lucy, my assistant who was available and we arrived at the prison 

loaded with two tables, blankets and cushions. Without any security check we were 

immediately admitted. 

 

 

Valerie Ives 

mailto:president@australianreikiconnection.com.au
mailto:president@australianreikiconnection.com.au
mailto:president@australianreikiconnection.com.au
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REIKI EVERYWHERE 

 

Justice  

 Justice cannot be 
for one side alone, 

but must be for 
both. 

Eleanor Roosevelt 

Reiki in Fairlea Women’s Prison 1991 (Continued) 

COULD REIKI HELP 
The two women were in the last stages of pregnancy and had been told that at the birth 

of their children, their children would be taken away from them, because they had not 

served enough of their sentences.   

Reiki calmed them and during the treatment we had a visit from the prison psychiatrist 

who marched into the room, stood beside each women, checked their eyes to make 

sure they weren’t on drugs (that we might have brought in!), was pleased to see they 

were fully dressed and with a toss of his head, he just walked out! 

We settled down after the disruption to continue the treatment when the door flew 

open and a very large female officer said, “Are you doing Reiki in here?” I very quietly 

said, “Yes.” and she said, “Thank bloody Jesus Christ for that!” and walked out. 

We finished the treatment and quietly went home. Two days later, we received another 

call asking if we were available to come in on a weekly basis as the women had settled 

so well and had accepted their awful fates. 

REGULAR VISITS 
That began our weekly visits for Lucy and me. We’d be there from 10.00am till 3.00pm. 

We took our own lunches. 

Helen: How did the word of Reiki get out? 

Valerie: We started putting our two tables up in a small bathroom. The first day we 

treated four women. The word slowly got out. The medical officer (from the inner child 

workshop) was interested in any changes that were happening. 

Within a month we had a waiting list of those wanting to try a treatment. Some were 

even told by the medical officer that they had to come. She could see that, if nothing 

else, it calmed them down. One day, one of the male “officers” wanted to have a 

treatment. Turns out he was the Governor of the prison checking us out. There had 

been such a lot of talk about it and he had heard about and seen the changes. We didn’t 

know who he was at the time. 

A short time later we were asked if it was possible if we could work with the women in 

the protective custody unit. These were women who had been so violated that touch 

was repulsive and even dangerous for them. Once a month Lucy and I would go into 

that unit and we would Reiki above the body the whole time. We found that after three 

treatments the women were saying, ”It’s OK if you want to put hands on”. They were 

slowly learning that touch doesn’t have to be violent. It can be about love. They were 

trusting us with their lives. 
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REIKI EVERYWHERE 

 

Connect with 
ARC 
Follow the 
Australian Reiki 
Connection on 
Facebook  

Reiki in Fairlea Women’s Prison 1991 (Continued) 

 

REIKI CLASSES 
Everywhere in Fairlea, there were cameras and microphones in place but for some 

magical reason, when we began teaching classes, these were not present and the women 

trusted us with their stories. 

Helen: How long after you began, did you start classes? 

Valerie: The women began asking us where we learnt to do this Reiki and expressed 

interest in learning it themselves so after six months, we ran our first Reiki Level One 

class. The medical staff had seen such positive changes that they agreed to it. 

We had ten women in the room (which had no microphones and cameras) and because 

the room was “clean”, the women were able to share their life stories quite openly. 

When I start a class it’s usually very friendly and we just chat to get to know one another. 

Throughout the conversation, I was able to introduce them to the concept of choice. I 

asked them to think about what choices others around them had made and the choices 

that they too had made. In time they were able to accept their choice to be in prison. 

If they had created their own reality, one woman piped up, “Oh, how do we un-create it 

and get out of here?” This led me to talk about blame and forgiveness. I introduced them 

to meditation and took them deep into one about forgiveness of others and themselves. 

And maybe, their choice to be in prison was to learn that, and therefore not create this 

reality again. Not all would take this on, but for those who did, there was a huge change 

in their lives. At least two of them were given early parole because they had shown they 

could change and were willing to continue the changes on the outside. 

I was there for about eighteen months and then started travelling to teach Reiki so Lucy 

and another Reiki channel called Leanne kept going to give the weekly treatments for a 

further eight years. I would pop in when I was back in Melbourne and would teach a class, 

only ever Reiki Level One, before heading off again. 

AN OPPORTUNITY TO HEAL 
Helen: What did you get out of all this Valerie? 

Valerie: I always viewed Reiki Mastership as the mastery of myself. I began to realize 

there was a part of me that was still imprisoned and that part of me was my fear of being 

loved and abandoned. Working with these women, who also had the same fear of being 

loved and abandoned, mirrors of myself, was an opportunity to help me heal this part of 

me. It was such a blessing for me that I was helped as I helped them. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/AustralianReikiConnection/
https://www.facebook.com/AustralianReikiConnection/
https://www.facebook.com/AustralianReikiConnection/
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REIKI EVERYWHERE  

Reminder 

Have you signed up 
to the Members 
Area  on the ARC 
Website? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I’m not afraid of 
storms, for I’m 

learning how to sail 
my ship.” 

Louisa May Alcott 

Reiki in Fairlea Women’s Prison 1991 (Continued) 

Helen: I imagine it was also a lesson in humility and gratitude? 

Valerie: Yes, absolutely. “There for the grace of God go I.” I too, had been in a violent 

relationship. I was able to get out. Luckily, I had a car, full time job, was able to rent a flat 

and I had no small children. I had money to put myself in a motel for three days so he 

couldn’t find me. These women were often unemployed, had young children, no money 

and had limited community support. 

Helen: What sort of results did you see? 

Valerie: I saw women becoming calmer and friendlier with one another. Reiki gave them 

something in common. After the Governor’s treatment, he opened a room in the prison, 

called the “quiet room”, where the women practiced on each other. 

At the end of twelve months, at the annual prison officers’ conference, the medical 

officer, when asked about the general rehab programs at Fairlea, got up and spoke about 

Reiki and was instantly laughed out. The Governor stood up and let people know that 

those who had Reiki had changed so much, they had been able to let go of their         

methadone and those who hadn’t received treatments were still having problems with 

their drug rehabilitation. Fewer of the women were being put into solitary confinement 

for fighting. 

As a result of the Governor speaking about Reiki at the conference, someone from      

Pentridge Prison made contact and we were invited into the men’s prison. That program 

continued for a number of years. Leanne did this under armed guard! 

Helen: Thank you so much for our time today and for your contribution to helping those 

women in Fairlea. Much gratitude. 

 
Interview with Valerie Ives, Reiki Master Teacher  
by Helen O’Connor 

Reiki Practitioner and Teacher 

The Reiki Cottage, Preston 

www.helenoconnor.com.au  

03 9484 7276  

Valerie Ives taught me Reiki in1989 and I will be forever grateful to 
her for this gift. This interview was held on 22nd January 2020. 
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REIKI EVERYWHERE 

 

 
 
Note 
This event took 
place prior to the 
current COVID 19 
restrictions. 
        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Similar events to 
raise funds and to 
help people deal 
with the traumatic 
effects of the fires 
and the COVID-19 
pandemic are going 
to be needed more 
than ever. 

Will you be 
organising one? 

Send details to 
John Coleman, ARC 
President at  
president@australi
anreikiconnection.  
com.au  

A DAY IN THE FESTIVAL HEALING TENT 
By Alexandra Browne-Hill 

Naturally Vibrant Health and Wellbeing Centre 

www.alexandrabrownehill.com.au 

 

What could be nicer than finding yourself at an annual Folk Festival in a beautiful country 

township? Imagine the sun is shining, the day warm and the locals offer all sorts of 

wondrous treats from their stalls while you listen to the skilled fiddler as he plays his 

history upon a tree-surrounded stage.  

It doesn’t get any better than that. Or does it?? Actually, it did! What if you could find 

yourself in the Healing Tent under those same trees, stretched out on a massage table 

and receiving Reiki for a donation? Oh man. Surely this is 

everyone’s dream moment! Even better, you were blessed with 

the honour of providing Reiki for these lovely and grateful people!  

At the end of February, I joined a dedicated gathering of healers 

who met at the Boolarra Folk Festival in the Healers Tent where 

anyone could visit for a session of Reiki and other therapies. It 

turned out to be a busy day with full numbers. The Reiki tables 

were full, and shoulder Reiki in a chair with a cuddly blanket was a comfortable back up. 

With music flowing and a gentle breeze through the tent walls, our clients zoned out 

happily for their half hour sessions.  

This annual incentive has been created by Samantha Brick, an 

Occupational Therapist, Kinesiologist and Reiki healer who quietly 

offers her assistance to many with frequent support from 

Garryelle Rose. This Healing Tent event with a warm and caring 

team is supported by a grant which pays for the tents and 

extends to even pay the healers. This year $600 was raised 

towards a small community in East Gippsland affected by fire. 

Samantha is very aware of the yearly fires and continues to support the Gippsland region.  

This was my second year of providing Reiki sessions to the community along with Joan 

Huggins and Lois Richie, who although new to Reiki, drew quite a crowd! She referred to 

this healing day as her baptism of fire and loved every minute.  

There is something special, profound and meaningful when providing healing in a group. 

We were witness to healing tears, deep gratitude, gentle smiles and pain-free wiggles of 

delight. Take a job of passion and add in nature, and you have the perfect combination of 

giving service. Whether a client or a practitioner, everyone gained exponentially and I 

can’t wait to join in with these incredible practitioners from the Boolarra District again 

next year. It was an honour to be amongst them.  

mailto:president@australianreikiconnection.com.au
mailto:president@australianreikiconnection.com.au
mailto:president@australianreikiconnection.com.au
about:blank
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REIKI EVERYWHERE SNIPPETS 

“Anything worth 
doing is worth doing 

poorly until you 
learn to do it well.” 

-Steve Brown 

ARC Members offer Reiki in a range of places and in many different situations. What 
about you? Send us your photo and a few details if you’d like to be included in the next 
issue of ARC INK.  

Liesl Meuris 
Reiki Practitioner and Teacher 
Liesl’s Reiki 
Lieslm2@bigpond.net.au 
0421 490 983 
 

Teaching and learning in the Netherlands 
I went back to the Netherlands for a three-month holiday from 25 August to 25 
November 2019. I loved being able to offer Reiki treatments and teaching for family and 
friends. The highlight was re-sitting Shinpiden (Reiki III) in Dutch with Frans Stiene. It just 
made so much more sense in my ‘mother tongue’.  

 
Alexandra Browne-Hill 
 Reiki Practitioner and Teacher 
Naturally Vibrant Health and Wellbeing Centre 
www.alexandrabrownehill.com.au 
0409 009 924 
 

Palliative Care programs for Reiki practitioners in New Zealand and Australia 
I have been running Foundation and Advanced Levels since 2015. I believe that our best 
health relies upon bringing natural medicine and Reiki together with modern health 
treatments in a powerful package of skill and wisdom. 

 
Kathy McKie 
Reiki Practitioner and Teacher 
Shamaya ‘Energy & Light’ 
Facebook: Shamaya Therapies 
08 8723 2295 or 0406 355 249 

Mount Gambier, South Australia 
Over time I worked out what I need to charge here in Mt Gambier. You have to work 
from a place of love. For me it's not about becoming a millionaire. People know I'm 
genuine. It's about getting back to basics. I understand it's about how people cope with 
family and everything else. They just have to remember they have these skills.  

 

Helen O’Connor 
Reiki Practitioner and Teacher 
The Reiki Cottage, Preston 
www.helenoconnor.com.au  
0423 656 578 
 

St. Kilda, Victoria, between 1990 and 1992 
Loved my two years volunteering with the Complementary Therapies Group for people 
with HIV/AIDS. Every Thursday evening, we practiced yoga and meditated. Then the 
tables went up for hands on Reiki. A highlight was Charlie teaching me how to hug. He 
held on till I relaxed. His funeral was a huge celebration of his life. Very special times 
indeed. 

https://www.facebook.com/Shamaya-Therapies-298722503766/
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Reminder 
• Informed consent 

is required for 
any treatment. 

• For minors it 

must be received 
from a parent or 
guardian. 

 

 

 

Amy calls Anita the 
children’s Wellness 
Teacher. 

 

 

REIKI STORIES 

CHILDREN LEARNING REIKI 

                                                                                                                                                                        
Anita Kyriazopoulos 

Member, ARC Committee of Management 

Reiki Practitioner and Teacher 

Heart of Reiki 

heartofreiki.com.au 

0412 621 728 

 

I met Miah, three or four years ago at the vet’s where I was offering Reiki. It was Miah’s 

love for animals that drew her in. She was with her Mum, Amy, looking at adopting a 

kitten from Robyn’s Rescue, a group I volunteer with. Amy tells me she kept my number 

saying that she knew ‘one day Miah would learn Reiki from Anita’. Miah is now nine 

years old, and at the beginning of the year, Amy and her daughter Miah both did Reiki 

Level 1 with me.  

But it wasn’t really the first time for Amy. Back in the 

90s, when she was an inquisitive young girl, 

something made Amy’s mother find a Reiki teacher 

for her. Amy doesn’t remember a lot about her Reiki 

lessons, but says that something kept sneaking into 

her awareness. We met only briefly back in 2016, but 

Amy kept my number and at one point she arranged 

for me to offer Reiki to her mother, so we kept in 

touch.  

Still, it came as a surprise when Amy contacted me early this year and asked if I knew  

anyone who would teach her girls. So, I actually taught Miah and her mother together. 

Once Miah had done the class, her little sister Anela also asked if she could learn to do 

Reiki, so Amy sat in another class in my Healing Room. The 

girls now practice together and Amy has arranged for them to 

have online sessions with me. Amy says that after the girls do a 

practice session with me there is ‘a change in their being’. She 

says the girls are more respectful and more helpful – more 

settled.  

The two girls have different personalities. Miah is an introvert, 

centred and intuitive. She is learning Japanese at school and 

loves chanting the Precepts. She got all shy, but smiled when her Mum told me that she 

chants the Precepts in the shower.  

https://heartofreiki.com.au
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Note: 
Miah and Amy’s 
mother attended 
the  Reiki class with 
them and gave her           
permission for the 
sharing of this      
article. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
“Try to be a         
rainbow in 
someone’s cloud.” 
Maya Angelou  

Children Learning Reiki (Continued) 

Anela is practical and loves the hands on Reiki. 

When I asked how her Reiki practice is coming 

along, she tells me, ‘Miah and I love giving Reiki to 

each other'. For children, it’s so important to keep 

it simple. What engages them is when I talk about 

the animals. The other day when the two girls had a 

session together, we set our intent to offer Reiki to 

all the animals around the globe and their cats 

came and sat with them and soaked up the love. The girls were so excited to see how 

the animals joined in.  

I would never have thought of teaching children till I was asked. Now the children are 

teaching me. My granddaughter Bella has been such a blessing in my life. I look forward 

to the time she spends in our home. She is not a very touchy feely little girl; she is closest 

to her father. So, I sit back and observe her with love as I practice my Buddhist 

meditation. But I know she is becoming more aware of her surroundings and the love 

she is feeling. She lights up when I hold out my arms and say, ‘Your Yiayia (your 

grandmother) is here’.  

One weekend Bella spent time both days in my healing 

room, so the first day I showed her Gassho and breathing 

in and out. The next day I said ‘Bella, how do we do 

Loving hands? Do you remember how to put your hands 

together in prayer and breathe?’.  And she goes ‘Haa’. 

She put her little hands together and shut her eyes, and 

showed me how to breathe mindfully, in and out, on her 

own. Rituals are special for remembering. And she certainly remembered.  

 

  

Do you teach Reiki for children? Have you taught your own children or offered formal 

Reiki classes for children? We would love to hear your story.  

Send your story to John Coleman, ARC President at 

president@australianreikiconnection.com.au 

 

 

mailto:president@australianreikiconnection.com.au
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REIKI RESEARCH 

Reminder: 
Do you know of 
any relevant Reiki 
research?  

If so, please email 
the ARC President. 

Read more Reiki 
research papers on 
the ARC website. 

THE EFFECT OF PREOPERATIVE REIKI APPLICATION  

ON PATIENT ANXIETY LEVELS 

Esra Anuş Topdemir   

The effect of Reiki on healthcare personnel, in addition to 

its effect on patients, can also be investigated. It is 

recommended that in-service training is given to 

healthcare personnel who have no knowledge about Reiki 

administration, so that patients and their caregiving 

relatives are given greater access to training programs 

where they can learn about Reiki and its administration. 

ABSTRACT 

Purpose 

The purpose of the study was to investigate changes in the anxiety levels of 

patients receiving preoperative Reiki. 

Material and methods 

This study used a quasi-experimental model with a pretest-posttest control 

group. Methods: Subjects (n = 210) were recruited from a hospital in Turkey, 

from June 2013 to July 2014. Subjects were then assigned to experimental 

(n = 105) and control (n = 105) groups. 

Results 

The level of anxiety of experimental group patients did not change according 

to their state anxiety scores (p > 0.10); however, the anxiety level of control 

group patients increased (p < 0.001). 

Conclusion 

The results of this study imply that the administration of Reiki is effective in 

controlling preoperative anxiety levels and in preventing them from 

increasing. 

Statement: This research; It was conducted by Esra Anuş Topdemir as master 

thesis under the supervision of Serdar Sarıtaş. 

Source: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.explore.2020.01.003 

Read the ARC website Research page:  

www.australianreikiconnection.com.au/research-into-benefits-of-reiki 

 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.explore.2020.01.003
http://www.australianreikiconnection.com.au/research-into-benefits-of-reiki
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MISSION STATEMENT 

THE AUSTRALIAN REIKI CONNECTION INC. 

To work with and promote the spirit of Reiki  

through teaching, healing, fellowship and research,  

both within the Reiki community and the wider community. 

 

 

ARC INK MAGAZINE 
Published quarterly by the Australian Reiki Connection Inc. 

ARC INK is for the information of Usui System of Reiki Channels 

and persons interested in Reiki Healing, Reiki Teaching and Complementary Therapies 

This publication is copyright. All rights reserved.  

ARC welcomes your comments.  

CONTACT ARC 

THE AUSTRALIAN REIKI CONNECTION INC. 

Telephone: 0439 366 185 

Email 
ARC President - John Coleman 

Global Reiki issues and the activities of Reiki in Australia 

president@australianreikiconnection.com.au 

ARC Treasurer - Tony Carroll 
Membership and financial enquiries 

treasurer@australianreikiconnection.com.au 

Website contact page for all other enquiries 
www.australianreikiconnection.com.au/contact 

Website  
www.australianreikiconnection.com.au 

Postal address 
ARC Inc., PO Box 827, SOUTH MELBOURNE, VIC 3205, Australia 

(Allow 7 days for postal delivery within Australia) 

[ AOO35912F : ARBN 097 727 234 : ABN 16 324 495 886 ] 
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Vice-President   Slaviça Praporski 
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Secretary   Andonnia Gotsi 
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